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June 2, 2016 the Parliament adopted the Law on Amendments to the Constitution of Ukraine 
on justice that liesrevised constitutional principles of the judiciary and related institutions – 
prosecutors and advocates. According to the legislator, constitutional changes in terms of justice, 
should promote the full-scale judicial reform and renewal of the judiciary in accordance with 
public expectations and in line with European standards, the restoration of public confidence 
in the judiciary and the proper functioning of prosecution and advocacy. However, certain 
provisions of the new constitutional provisions contain ambiguous perception and require 
critical evaluation of potential risk of a buse of the law in making the seimplementing laws. The 
article is devoted to the critical analysis of the provisions of the saidamendments to the Consti-
tution of Ukraine on justice and speak some proposals for the content of the law, which has to 
implement the new constitutional principles of justice.
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Today the judicial system of Ukraine 
experiences the duty stage of the reforma
tion. The president of Ukraine signed 
Law of Ukraine “On making alteration in 
Constitution of Ukraine (in relation to a 
justice)” (farther – Law) [1] but new Law 

of Ukraine is “On the judicial system and 
status of judges” [2]. These events were 
forecast, in fact as early as the Coalition 
agreement of Supreme Council of Ukraine 
from November, 21, 2014 there was the 
foreseen agreement that “judicial reform 
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will be conducted by the improvement of 
positions of Constitution of Ukraine” [3]. 
On March, 3, 2015 President of Ukraine 

  № 119 201   
stitutional Commission” [4], in accor
dance with that a working group was cre
ated on preparation of bill in relation to 
making alteration in Constitution of 
Ukraine, in particular and in part of jus
tice. With the aim of orientation of work 
of this organ, President of Ukraine on 
May, 20, 2015 approved Strategy of ref
ormation of the judicial system, rule
making and contiguous legal institutes on 
2015–2020, that sets “priorities of refor
mation of department judicial – systems 
of the judicial system, rulemaking and 
contiguous legal institutes both at the lev
el of constitutional changes and at the 
level of introduction of nearterm urgent 
measures that will provide necessary pos
itive changes in functioning of corre
sponding legal institutes” [5]. It should be 
noted that judicial system in Ukraine 
from a moment acquisition actually con
sists the state of independence of the state 

      
        

took place under the slogans of providing 
of independence of department judicial, 
approaching of the national judicial sys
tem and rulemaking to the international 
and European norms and standards.So, by 

     1992 
        

independence and independence of judi
      

and executive power, to realize the demo
cratic ideas of justice, workedout world 
practice and science”. In 2006 by Decree 

      
ception of perfection of judging in order 

to ratify just court in Ukraine in accor
dance with Europe. However, as justly 

  о  (  
Zinovievna), the steps carried out on the 
way of achievement of quality changes in 

        
and interests of citizens were inconsis
tent, in a great deal chaotic and ground
less. Consequently, judicial reform did 
not only attain the declared aim but also 
threatens to turn around results opposite 
to the put aims [7, 184]. Explanation to it, 
to our opinion, is simple: a political cul
ture is absent in Ukraine, as every politi
cal force, getting power, tries to conduct 
own judicial reform, not leaning on ap
proved by previous power programmatic 
to the documents, conceptions. Thus, 
each time political force tries to build the 
judicial system in accordance with own 
vision. However, a department judicial, 
unlike other branches of power, is apoliti
cal, standards of her functioning are de
rivatives from a right on a court and al
ready a long ago certain in international 
documents that declare human rights. 
Therefore, in this context we again will 

    (  
Zinovievna), that marks that judicial re
form must answer such descriptions, as 
progressiveness, forecast, purposeful

    
vated, richness of content, sequence, ir
reversibility. Judicial reform must be in
formatively provided in addition, 

    
and politically coordinated [7, 187]. The 
new stage of judicial reform complement
ed its new aims is optimization of the ju
dicial system, judicial procedures and 
mechanisms of cooperation between judi
cial government bodies, judicial govern
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ment bodies and institutes that provide 
realization of justice. So, to the aims of 
judicial reform the construction of effec
tive model of functioning of the system of 
justice is added. In addition, in 2016 the 

       
sign of judicial reform critically to the de
partment judicial. Therefore, by a strate
gic aim the increase of trust was certain to 
the department judicial, in particular by 
expansion of mechanisms of public in
spection, and also decline of level of cor
ruption in the judicial system. In support 
of these intentions the row of laws was 

       
     

   9   
viding of right on a just court” [10], but 
through normative imperfection of the 
real acts announced it did not take place 
by power of desirable and rapid effect of 
“restart of judicial department”. There
fore, President of Ukraine and his com
mand chose more advices radical method 
is reformation of the system of justice by 
making alteration in Constitution of 
Ukraine [1], but as a consequenceis an ac
ceptance of new implementation Law of 

      
status of judges” [2]. Thus, can name the 
leading principles of the new stage of ju
dicial reform 2016, declared power: ap
proaching of the national judicial system 
and contiguous legal institutes to the stan
dards and frontrank practices of Europe
an Union; it is a construction of the sys
tem of justice, able to guarantee realiza
tion of right on aobjective court; it is 
providing of balance of functional and 
political independence of department ju
dicial and its accountability to the citizens 
of Ukraine; it is optimization of the judi

cial system and procedure of rulemaking 
in accordance with the balanced going 
near principles of availability of justice 
and cleverness; it is an increase of public 
trust to the department judicial. Will try to 
estimate the prospects of achievement of 
the put aims on the basis of analysis of 
positions of normative acts, that have 
them to realize. One of substantial chang
es absence of determination of the system 
of the judicial system became in Constitu
tion of Ukraine, and the decision of this 
question is attributed to adjusting of law 
(  12    )   
particular, the new release of the articles 
of Basic  Law is eliminate position in re
lation to the presence of county and ap
pellate courts, leaving only a norm in re
lation to status of the highest court in the 
system of the judicial system – Supreme 
Court. Possibility of existence of the 
higher specialized courts is also fastened 

      
jurisdiction. If to appeal to practice of Eu
ropean countries in relation to the consti
tutional adjusting of the judicial system, 
then it is different, but it is possible to dis
tinguish two basic tendencies: or all 
courts that operate (or can operate) in the 
state are remembered, or accented only 
on a higher court, and in relation to other 
courts – a constitutional norm sends to the 

       
eral conformity to law: the presence of 
the system of courts, in particular subor
dinate, is declared almost in all constitu
tions. To our opinion, an exception from 
Constitution of Ukraine positions in rela
tion to the presence of county and appel

       
doubt in material wellbeing in the state 
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tioning of one of branches of state power, 
risk of violation of its independence and 
independence of its transmitters, potential 
threat of dependence on will of political 
power in relation to their existence. Prin
ciple of parity of branches of state power 
requires even attitude toward their consti
tutional determination. Not having regard 
to branched of courts, each of them, but 
not only the highest court, is carrier of ju
dicial department, consider that is why, 
that the system of organs of one of 
branches of state power – judicial – must 
have constitutional determination, even at 
the level of mention and dispatch to the 

       
part of exception of mention about the 
presence of the system of subordinates, in 
particular appeal and local courts, on our 
persuasion, were not pointed, even if 
power and plans to change their territorial 
jurisdiction. In relation to disappearing 
from the name of the highest court of the 
state of sign, that this court operates ex

       
cial reason for next reorganization of Su
preme Court of Ukraine (farther – SCU).

       
stitutional Court of Ukraine (farther – 
CCU) had an excellent degree of legal 
security, as their status was determined 
BasicLaw, reformers had the opportunity 
without the change of that no structural 
reforms of the judicial system of these 
courts touched them only will limit judi
cial plenary powers of SCU, as it was in 
2010 Changes in Constitution of Ukraine 
created preconditions for the complete 

      
the danger of such step cautioned to judge 
CCU, when gave an estimation to consti
tutionality of corresponding bill. In par

ticular, judge of CCU S. Shevchuk (Stan
islav Volodumurovich) in the separate 
opinion for the ground of possible nega
tive consequences of making alteration in 
Constitution in part of change of the name 
of Supreme Court pointed the conclusion 
of European Commission “For democra
cy through a right” (Venetian Commis
sion) (d. 111) in relation to a return to the 
Supreme court of Hungary of its the his
torical name “Curia” by making alte 
ration in Constitution of Hungary, that  
resulted in preschedule liberation of 
judges of this court. Venetian Commis
sion marked that at the acceptance of new 
constitution its transitional positions must 
not be used as a method of stopping of 
plenary powers of persons select or ap
pointed after before by an operating con
stitution. Judge S. Shevcuk (Stanislav 
Volodumurovich) expounded warning, 
that the change of the name “Supreme 
Court of Ukraine” on “Supreme Court” 
obviously will result in reorganization of 
this Court, but even such perspective re
organization not a prize can conduce the 
judges of SCU to liberation, but possible 
is only a competition on employment of 
additional positions in a new court [11]. 

       
come groundless. Without regard to that 
the authors of Law in an explanatory mes
sage did not accent attention on intention 
to liquidate SCU, and only to “deprive 
text of Basic Law of consequences of me
chanical adaptation of the name “Su
preme Court of Ukrainian Council So
cialistic Republic”” [12], however Law of 
Ukraine “On the judicial system and sta
tus of judges” is envisage exactly liquida

  В У       
  (п  7    
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 ) 2      
        

mation, reorganization and liquidation of 
courts exactly by a law the project of that 
brings in Supreme Council of Ukraine 
President of Ukraine after consultations 
with Higher advice of justice (century of 
 12    )   

such approach answers Convention about 
the protection of human rights and funda
mental freedoms and practice of the Euro
pean court on human rights (farther – 
ECHR) in relation to its application, al
though some scientists and practices 
expound the certain warning and on this 
occasion. In particular, as judge SCU 

  ( ) 
marks, «if to take into account practice of 
work of Supreme Council of Ukraine, 
politization of acceptance by its deci
sions, it will result in abuse during real
ization of corresponding plenary powers, 
and also to tightening of making decision 
about formation or liquidation of courts” 
[13, 107]. To our opinion, plenary powers 
to form and liquidate courts a country’s 
leader also hardly it is possible to consid

       
of abuse of the plenary powers given to 
the political subjects in the marked ques
tion. Negative practice is certain already 
took place in 2008, when by President of 
Ukraine it was created Central and Left
bank circuit administrative courts of 

       
abuse of right is higher, when made deci
sion individually, but not collectively, 
that is why estimate the new going near 
this question as more rational. Besides it 
will assist the increase of legitimacy of 

      
will participate a basic source of state 

power is people, though mediated – 
through select by its representatives –
state deputies. But other risk sees lan
guages other. Plenary powers in relation 

      
be passed to by President of Ukraine Su
preme Council of Ukraine only after in
troduction of new administrativeterrito
rial device of Ukraine in accordance with 
changes in Constitution of Ukraine in re
lation to decentralization of power, but 
not later, than on December, 31, 2017.  
But a department judicial is state power, 
courts – by public institutions, but that is 
why argued not enough is position of de
posit of delivery of the marked function 
from President to the legislative body. It 
is possible to expound warning from at
tempt of President of Ukraine to save the 

        
new judicial system, and thus, construc
tion really independent system of judicial 
government bodies again under threat of 

     
terest. Does not eliminate this warning 
and maintenance after President of 
Ukraine (for a term of 2) of plenary pow
ers in relation to translation of judge from 
one court to other. Taking into account, 

        
system and status of judges” [2] these ple
nary powers will belong to Higher Coun
cil of justice, and by law of Ukraine 

       
judges” in a release in 2015 these plenary 
powers divided between President and 
Parliament. In particular, if change 
touched permanently selectedjudges, 
those, gave Parliament legitimacy of sta
tus of that, then a question about transla
tion in the highest or other specialization 
court decided exactly Supreme Council 
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of Ukraine. In accordance with changes 
in Constitution in relation to a justice, 
President not only sorts out on itself ple
nary powers in relation to change of judg
es select Supreme Council of Ukraine but 
also during 2 years will carry out these 
constitutional plenary powers of Higher 

        
impression attempt of country’s leader 
personally to control forming of the new 
system of the judicial system. Such situa
tion, from one side, can be supported, if to 
weigh, that President of Ukraine bears the 
personal responsibility for a general pub
lic legal policy, including in part of mate
rial wellbeing in the state of right on a 
just court. In the conditions of political 
pluralism and state of political culture in 
the state, really, to realize the row of pro
gressive reforms maybe exactly in the 
conditions of levers of independent con
trol and personal responsibility. Howev
er, such idealistic variant is possible only 
on condition of complete exception ille
gal abuse of a right, including from the 
side of reformers. But during 2014–2016 
we had the opportunity to look after a re
verse situation exactly, when it was not 
assigned for justiceship of not a single 
person, that passed a competitive selec
tion in accordance with procedure certain 
a law; plenty enough of judges got the 
largeness enough of judge reward, but 
shut out to realization of justice as a result 
of nonacceptance of corresponding act 
Supreme Council of Ukraine, or through 
not realization of procedure of bringing of 
oath before President of Ukraine. Thus, 

     
tion of justice equalled a zero, and the 
losses of the State budget of Ukraine, re
lated to their maintenance, were large 

          
in the court of many persons was broken, 
in fact or in courts in general there were 
not judges with plenary powers to carry 
out a justice, or loading on judges was so 
large, that clever term of consideration of 
cases and operative renewal in rights vio

        
took place then, when a law was foreseen 
a mechanism liberations of judges, that 
does not answer held a position, in par
ticular by a way about the conduct of pri
mary qualifying evaluation statutory 

      
       

judicial system and status of judges” it is 
expedient new Law of Ukraine to elimi
nate the similar risks of abuse of right in 
the future, but it does not contain such 
safety devices. In particular, a term dur
ing that President of Ukraine must give 
out a decree about assigning for justice
ship in case of bringing of corresponding 
presentation by Higher Council of justice 
is eliminated in general; by an admitting 
moment to realization right judge as well 
as before certainly adjurationof oath and 

       
of view of practical realization, ceremo
ny – in presence President of Ukraine and 
without determination of term, during 

          
guarantees to independence to the depart
ment judicial and subjects that carry out 

         
follows positively to assess the new situa
tions of Law in part of narrowing of im

       
must bear the criminal or disciplinary re
sponsibility for crimes (for example, re

   )   
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on legal position of judge at realization 
to them of justice. In relation to actions, 
unconnected with implementation judge 
functions, a judge will bear the legal re
sponsibility in the general order. Un
doubtedly, deserves in support and ex
ception of political context at a decision
making in relation to the grant of consent 
to detention of judge or maintenance of 
its under a guard or arrest, as these ple
nary powers go across from Supreme 
Council of Ukraine in Higher Council of 
justice. On the whole supporting an at
tempt to create in the system of judicial 
government bodies a single coordinating 

     
zational and skilled policy of judicial de
partment, consider that some plenary 
powers of Higher Council of justice had 
to limit. In particular, it touches a deci
sionmaking about liberation of judge. 
Taking into account, that legitimation of 
judges as transmitters of one of branches 
of state power it takes place people me
diated – through directly select by its 
President of Ukraine, however people 
even mediated do not take participating 
in privation of legitimacy of judge  ple
nary powers to free judges are given to 
Higher Council of justice. Maybe, in this 
norm the mechanism of inhibitions and 
counterbalances is stopped up in coop
eration of President of Ukraine and de
partment judicial, but, consider that at 
such release Higher Council of justice 
gets surplus of plenary not powers that 
contain potencies well threat to judge in
dependence. In addition, to the compe
tence of Higher Council of justice both a 
disciplinary production in relation to all 
judges and decisionmaking is attributed 
about liberation of judge. Unfortunately, 

       
tice” yet not under it is prepared, we can
not estimate that is why, as far as during 
organization of work of this organ the re
mark of ECRP is taken into account, set 

       9  
2013 on cases “Olexander Volkov against 
Ukraine” (d. 113) in relation to differen
tiation of functions of initiation of disci
plinary production in relation to a judge, 
actually disciplinary production and deci
sionmaking about liberation of judge 
[14]. However, having regard to mainte
nance of constitutional norm in relation to 
the competence of Higher Council of jus
tice, consider that it will be enough to 
provide the marked differentiation hard. 
Within the limits of release of Law, to our 
opinion, it would be expediently to fasten 
plenary powers from collection of infor
mation on the breach of discipline after 
the Higher qualifying commission of 
judges, trial of disciplinary cases on con
tention principles – in the Disciplinary 
court, and decisionmaking about libera
tion of judge on the basis of set by the 
marked court of fact of “commission of 
substantial breach of discipline, rough or 
systematic neglect by duties that are in
compatible with status of judge” – Higher 
Council of justice.By the key questions of 
the new stage of judicial reform, that sub
stantially distinguish it from previous, an 
attempt to unite a question reforms of the 
judicial system and contiguous institutes, 

       
prosecutor and advocacies became. In re

       
then the question of determining its loca
tion in the system of division of power is 
actual from the moment of acceptance of 

   199    
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transformation of its functions was then 
stopped up yet, but the real step in this 
direction was not until now, however al
ready passed quite a bit time and more 
forward measures had to be accepted in 

       
     

for thisstarting conditions, in particular, 
accepting the Criminal procedural code 
of Ukraine in 2012 and Law of Ukraine 

      
in 2014. It should be noted that the only 

       
ecutor does not exist in the world. There
fore the authors of Law had to be deter
mined: whether it follows to save status 

       
until now, or transform it in an organ 
that will provide terms for realization of 
justice. We fully support disappearance 
of function of supervision on the stage of 
pretrial investigation; its transformation 
in the function of judicial guidance is 
fully just, as it better represents the spe

        
stage of pretrial investigation, than 
function of supervision. If to give the 
general estimation of strategic vision of 

      
prosecutor, stopped up in changes in 
Constitution of Ukraine, and then con
sider it positive. The input of constitu
tional changes will assist strengthening 
of contention principles of rulemaking 
and arbitration function of court. But sta

        
system of department judicial requires 
the greater guarantees of its indepen
dence, including political. Therefore, we 
cannot support maintenance of institute 
of mistrust of Ukraine Supreme Council 
to the General Prosecutor of Ukraine, as 

it destroysall conception of transforma
        

political institute in the institute of pro
viding of justice. It is although necessary 
to admit, Parliament from times of accep

      199  
not a single time by the right to expound a 
mistrust to the General Prosecutor did not 
avail, as well as there was not a single 
General Prosecutor of Ukraine, that 
would consist of position the complete 

       
not support position in relation to priva

       
function of supervision after inhibition of 
law at implementation of court decisions 
in criminal cases. To our opinion, it is not 
logical, as a public prosecutor is on the 
stages of pretrial and judicial criminal re
alization, but he is not on the stage of 
implementation of sentence. Clever ex
planation in Constitution of Ukraine we 
do not see such position of authors of 
changes, especially if to take into account 
that ECPR repeatedly paid attention to 
unity of three stages of realization – pre
trial, judicial and implementation of court 

     
have to limitation of representative func

      
porting on the whole the idea of setting to 
function of protection of rights and inter

      с   
with that have warning, or will not remain 
out of limits legal help, including state, 
habitants of district centres and villages. 
Capable advocacy to provide the proper 
quality of legal aid, in particular and free, 
on all territory of the state? Will not cre
ate limitation of representative function 
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whole an idea, in relation to the monopoly 
      

of rights and interests of person in a court, 
     1312  

presses enough, as proposes increase re
quirements to the professional protection 
of rights and interests of person, effective 
rulemaking. But from the practical point 
of view causes a disturbance in part of 
availability of legal aid for all layers of 
population and on all territory. To the 

      
tres from the grant of secondary legal aid 
on all territory of Ukraine did not come 
true. In addition, there is a doubt at an ap

      
for defence of interests of legal entities, 
and on occasion even is impossible from 
objective reasons. However, it should be 

noted that ideal legal norms do not exist. 
      

tutional norms and increase requirements 
belong, in fact when made alteration to 
the act of the greatest legal force, so to 
Constitution of Ukraine, every offer posi
tion, even separate word or comma, must 
be selfweighted and concerted with text 
of Basic Law, but however develop them, 
give to them life implementation laws.
Have a hope, that new Law of Ukraine 
“On the judicial system and status of 
judges” will become foundation for a 
construction really independent, strong 
department judicial, able to provide the 
real right on a just court. The improve
ment of legal status of organs that further 
justice will strengthen the guarantees of 
legal defence in the state.
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Новий етап судової реформи: очікування та сподівання
 ервн   р. арламент ри н в акон ро внесенн  змін до онститу ії України 

одо равосудд , кими закладено оновлені конститу і ні засади судової влади та су-
мі ни  інститутів  рокуратури та адвокатури. а думку законодав , конститу і -
ні зміни в астині равосудд  ма т  с ри ти реаліза ії овномас табної судової ре-

орми та оновленн  суддівс ко о кор усу від овідно до сус іл ни  о ікуван  і з ідно 
з вро е с кими стандартами, відновленн  довіри ромад н до судової ілки влади, 
а тако  забез е енн  нале но о унк іонуванн  рокуратури та адвокатури. азом 
з тим, евні оло енн  нови  конститу і ни  норм міст т  неоднозна не с ри н тт  
та отребу т  крити ної о інки одо отен і но о ризику злов иванн  равом ри 
ри н тті насту ни  ім лемента і ни  законів. татт  рисв ена саме крити ному 

аналізу оло ен  зазна ени  змін до онститу ії України одо равосудд  та вислов-
л т с  окремі ро ози ії до змісту закону, ки  ма  ім лементувати нові конститу-
і ні засади системи равосудд .

Ключові слова: судова ре орма  правосудд  онс и уці  України  міни одо пра
восудд  судова влада а сумі ні інс и у и




